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[A]t the university level, there are relatively few universities that differ
significantly from the mean across all universities and, at the course level,
there is even a smaller portion of differences that are statistically
significant. This suggests the inappropriateness of these ratings for the
construction of league tables.
(Cheng and Marsh 2010)
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2018 data
27 questions
108 subjects
147 institutions
105,138 data points
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2014, 2015 and 2016 data
22 questions
108 subjects
147 institutions
263,604 data points

•
•
•
•
•

2018 data
27 questions
108 subjects
50 institutions
1,969,947 data points

Comparisons with sector average

24%
(6 questions)

Q1. Staff are good at explaining things
Q2. Staff have made the subject interesting
Q3. The course is intellectually stimulating
Q4. My course has challenged me to achieve my best work
Q5. My course has provided me with opportunities to explore ideas or concepts in…
Q6. My course has provided me with opportunities to bring information and ideas…
Q7. My course has provided me with opportunities to apply what I have learnt
Q8. The criteria used in marking have been clear in advance
Q9. Marking and assessment has been fair
Q10. Feedback on my work has been timely
Q11. I have received helpful comments on my work
Q12. I have been able to contact staff when I needed to
Q13. I have received sufficient advice and guidance in relation to my course
Q14. Good advice was available when I needed to make study choices on my course
Q15. The course is well organised and running smoothly
Q16. The timetable works efficiently for me
Q17. Any changes in the course or teaching have been communicated effectively
Q18. The IT resources and facilities provided have supported my learning well
Q19. The library resources (e.g. books, online services and learning spaces) have…
Q20. I have been able to access course-specific resources (e.g. equipment, facilities,…
Q21. I feel part of a community of staff and students
Q22. I have had the right opportunities to work with other students as part of my…
Q23. I have had the right opportunities to provide feedback on my course
Q24. Staff value students’ views and opinions about the course
Q25. It is clear how students’ feedback on the course has been acted on
Q26. The students’ union (association or guild) effectively represents students’…
Q27. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of the course
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(020) Veterinary Sciences
(096) Design studies
(097) Music
(098) Drama
(095) Fine Art
(099) Dance
(024) Agriculture and others in Veterinary…
(018) Sports Science
(038) Aerospace Engineering
(093) Philosophy
(102) Others in Creative Arts and Design
(027) Forensic and Archaeological Science
(108) Initial Teacher Training
(008) Ophthalmics
(076) American and Australasian studies
(101) Imaginative Writing
(010) Medical Technology
(069) Media studies
(103) Teacher Training
(029) Ocean Sciences
(059) Human and Social Geography
(019) Psychology
(030) Others in Physical Sciences
(083) Others in European Languages and…
(007) Nutrition
(057) Others in Social studies
(052) Economics
(037) Mechanical, Production and…
(014) Genetics
(086) Others in Linguistics, Classics and…
(047) Architecture
(061) Business studies
(091) Archaeology
(080) German and Scandinavian studies
(073) Journalism
(025) Chemistry
(106) Others in Education
(088) African and Modern Middle Eastern…
(084) Linguistics
(044) Materials and Minerals Technology
(075) English studies
(062) Marketing
(012) Biology
(043) Others in Engineering
(070) Information Services
(077) Celtic studies
(064) Human Resource Management
(072) Publishing
(015) Microbiology
(068) Others in Business and…
(079) French studies
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Comparisons with previous year

2%
(0.5 questions)

1. Staff are good at explaining things.
2. Staff have made the subject interesting.
3. Staff are enthusiastic about what they are teaching.
4. The course is intellectually stimulating.
5. The criteria used in marking have been clear in advance.
6. Assessment arrangements and marking have been fair.

5.0%

7. Feedback on my work has been prompt.
8. I have received detailed comments on my work.
9. Feedback on my work has helped me clarify things I did not understand.
10. I have received sufficient advice and support with my studies.

11. I have been able to contact staff when I needed to.
12. Good advice was available when I needed to make study choices.
13. The timetable works efficiently as far as my activities are concerned.
14. Any changes in the course or teaching have been communicated effectively.
15. The course is well organised and is running smoothly.
16. The library resources and services are good enough for my needs.
17. I have been able to access general IT resources when I needed to.
18. I have been able to access specialised equipment, facilities or rooms when I…
19. The course has helped me to present myself with confidence.

0.7%

20. My communication skills have improved.

21. As a result of the course, I feel confident in tackling unfamiliar problems.
22. Overall Satisfaction
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(108) Initial Teacher Training
(104) Research and Study Skills in Education
(001) Medicine
(002) Dentistry
(102) Others in Creative Arts and Design
(021) Animal Science
(019) Psychology
(105) Academic studies in Education
(061) Business studies
(011) Others in Subjects allied to Medicine
(009) Aural and Oral Sciences
(010) Medical Technology
(039) Naval Architecture
(060) Law
(003) Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology
(095) Fine Art
(035) Computer Science
(026) Physics and Astronomy
(040) Electronic and Electrical Engineering
(069) Media studies
(042) Chemical, Process and Energy…
(020) Veterinary Sciences
(107) Combined
(025) Chemistry
(050) Planning (Urban, Rural and Regional)
(075) English studies
(051) Others in Architecture, Building and…
(031) Physical Geography and Environmental…
(090) History
(046) Others in Technology
(032) Mathematics and Statistics
(007) Nutrition
(056) Anthropology
(087) Asian studies
(062) Marketing
(028) Geology
(059) Human and Social Geography
(055) Social Policy
(072) Publishing
Middle Eastern…
Modern
and
African
(088)
(076) American and Australasian studies
(023) Food and Beverage studies
(078) Classics
(093) Philosophy
(015) Microbiology
(091) Archaeology
(029) Ocean Sciences
(033) Operational Research
(049) Landscape Design
(074) Others in Mass Communications and…
(080) German and Scandinavian studies
(085) Comparative Literary studies
(089) Others in Eastern, Asian and African…
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Comparisons between universities

6%
12% of institutions (at subject level) do not statistically significantly differ
from any other institution (at subject level), for any question

Q1. Staff are good at explaining things
Q2. Staff have made the subject interesting
Q3. The course is intellectually stimulating
Q4. My course has challenged me to achieve my best work
Q5. My course has provided me with opportunities to explore ideas or concepts in depth
Q6. My course has provided me with opportunities to bring information and ideas…
Q7. My course has provided me with opportunities to apply what I have learnt
Q8. The criteria used in marking have been clear in advance
Q9. Marking and assessment has been fair
Q10. Feedback on my work has been timely
Q11. I have received helpful comments on my work
Q12. I have been able to contact staff when I needed to
Q13. I have received sufficient advice and guidance in relation to my course
Q14. Good advice was available when I needed to make study choices on my course
Q15. The course is well organised and running smoothly
Q16. The timetable works efficiently for me
Q17. Any changes in the course or teaching have been communicated effectively
Q18. The IT resources and facilities provided have supported my learning well
Q19. The library resources (e.g. books, online services and learning spaces) have…
Q20. I have been able to access course-specific resources (e.g. equipment, facilities,…
Q21. I feel part of a community of staff and students
Q22. I have had the right opportunities to work with other students as part of my course
Q23. I have had the right opportunities to provide feedback on my course
Q24. Staff value students’ views and opinions about the course
Q25. It is clear how students’ feedback on the course has been acted on
Q26. The students’ union (association or guild) effectively represents students’ academic…
Q27. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of the course
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Comparisons between universities
Q6. My course has provided me with opportunities to bring information and ideas together from different
topics

77% of institutions (at subject level) do not differ statistically significantly from any of the other sampled
institution

Q15. The course is well organised and running smoothly

37% of institutions (at subject level) do not differ statistically significantly from any of the other sampled
institution

On average, results for 17 of the 27 questions will differ statistically
significantly from at least one other institution
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(001) Medicine
(002) Dentistry
(019) Psychology
(098) Drama
(072) Publishing
(097) Music
(042) Chemical, Process and Energy Engineering
(035) Computer Science
(006) Complementary Medicine
(010) Medical Technology
(058) Social Work
(045) Maritime Technology
(012) Biology
(090) History
(056) Anthropology
(040) Electronic and Electrical Engineering
(044) Materials and Minerals Technology
(066) Accounting
(008) Ophthalmics
(049) Landscape Design
(069) Media studies
(088) African and Modern Middle Eastern…
(004) Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmacy
(061) Business studies
(075) English studies
(048) Building
(099) Dance
(102) Others in Creative Arts and Design
(016) Molecular Biology, Biophysics and…
(057) Others in Social studies
(031) Physical Geography and Environmental…
(106) Others in Education
(036) General Engineering
(050) Planning (Urban, Rural and Regional)
(013) Zoology
(065) Finance
(078) Classics
(014) Genetics
(094) Theology and Religious studies
(055) Social Policy
(084) Linguistics
(021) Animal Science
(030) Others in Physical Sciences
(068) Others in Business and Administrative…
(080) German and Scandinavian studies
(082) Iberian studies
(085) Comparative Literary studies
(091) Archaeology
(103) Teacher Training
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- Total questions

27

- Questions that differ
from at least one other uni

17

- Questions that differ
from sector average

6

- Questions that differ
from previous year

½

The anticipation of NSS results was like ‘the sword of Damocles
is always hanging over our heads’, as one lecturer put it…. [T]he
annual cycle of their production and consumption elicited
feelings of dread and anxiety.
(Sabri 2013)
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